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We would like to thank you for putting your trust in us and allowing us 
the opportunity to provide you with the absolute best cabinet buying 
experience available. 

This guide is designed to help you through the necessary steps, but 

if you're ever unsure about something, feel free to email your Designer, 

or pick up the phone and call us at (904) 387-0099.

Finally, we want to ensure that you have all of the tools to make the most 

informed decisions possible about your new kitchen. If you feel like any

thing is missing from making this experience optimal, please let us know. 

Thank you again for your interest and for allowing us the opportunity 

to help you create the kitchen of your dreams. We look forward to 

earning your business! 

Rachel Kern Baldwin

Owner
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Sketching your kitchen may be unfamiliar territory for you, but don't 

worry! We've created this guide to assist you along the way. If you have 

questions or aren't sure what to do at any time, please call us at 

(904)387-0099 or email info@jaxbargaincabinets.com.

The first thing we will need in order to help create your dream kitchen is 

a drawing of your current kitchen. Measuring your kitchen isn't difficult. 

The key is providing clear, detailed drawings that your Designer can un

derstand. Your drawing doesn't have to be a work of art, as long as it is 

easily read. Below is an example of what a typical design looks like. 
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WHOLESALE 

CABINETS 

STEP 1: Draw your kitchen walls 
Using the provided Graph Paper on the next page, draw your walls as if 
you were looking down on your kitchen from above. Include any windows, 
doors, where the sink will go, range, refrigerator, dishwasher, etc. 

STEP 2: Measure 
Once you have your kitchen drawn, it's time to measure. This is the most 
important part of the process, so take your time! Your designer will use 
these dimensions, so to ensure that your new kitchen fits properly, these 
measurements must be accurate. For clarity, you can always refer back to 
the example on the previous page. 

STEP 3: Double check 
Be sure that all of your measurements are correct and legible. Feel free to 
make any notes that you feel will aid in the design of your dream kitchen. 
The more information we receive from you the better, but the only thing 
that is a requirement is your room dimensions. 

STEP 4: Submit your sketch 
Once you've completed your sketch and checklist, you may submit them 
by email, fax, our website or text it from your smartphone. 

Email: info@jaxbargaincabinets.com
Website: www.jaxbargaincabinets.com
Fax: 800-818-4535
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WHOLESALE 

CABINETS 

Cheat sheet: 
CEILING 

CROWN 
MOLDING 

WALL 
CABINET 

LIGHT RAIL 
MOLDING 

-► 

-

-

BACKSPLASH -

BASE 
CABINET 

Ceiling Height: ___ _ 
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Desired Wall Cabinet Height: ___ _ 

Soffit Height (if applicable): ___ _ 

Soffit Depth (if applicable): ___ _ 

WANTS: 

Crown Molding? Y / N 
Light Rail Molding? Y / N 
Spice Storage? Y / N 
Microwave Cabinet? Y / N 
Pantry? Y / N 
Roll Out Trays? Y / N 
Decorative Hardware (Knobs)? Y / N

Optional addition to Sketch 
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Refrigerator: 
Height: __ Width: __ 

Oven: 
Height: __ Width: __ 

Cooktop: 
Height: __ Width: __ 

Hood/Microwave: 
Height: __ Width: __ 

Dishwasher: 
Height: __ Width: __ 

Other: 
Height: __ Width: __ 



Walls, floors and ceilings are rarely level, plumb, straight, or square which 

is why we recommend using accessories to correct these imperfections. 

Below is a description of accessories that we offer and their uses. 

Fillers 
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Fillers fill gaps between the wall and cabinet. They come in 
3" or 6" widths and can be trimmed in order to fit the space. 
They're often used as horizontal decorative trim pieces or 
countertop support. Note: Fillers are required for most ap
plications where a cabinet meets a wall to allow for proper 
clearance of doors and drawers. 

Quarter Round 

Quarter Round is used to hide gaps and shims that are used 
to level cabinets on uneven floors. It is also commonly used 
when new flooring, such as wood floors, are installed after 
the cabinets have been installed. 

Scribe Molding 

Scribe Molding is used along walls when 
there is a gap between the cabinet and wall 
that is too large to caulk. Scribe Molding can 
also be used to trim the raw edges of shelves 
or other material that need to be cut to ac
commodate custom applications. It's also 
commonly used at the end of Toe Kick runs 
to finish off the run. 

Toe Kick 
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Toe Kick is a finished wood material that is 
placed on the bottom of the cabinets after 
they have been installed to hide the seams 
where two cabinets meet. Scribe Molding is 
commonly used (vertically) at the end of Toe 
Kick runs for a more finished look. 



TfiatS; it! 
You've created your masterpiece and sent it to our Design Team, 
so now what? Our team of expert Designers will now turn your sketch and 
checklist into a complete set of plans, pictures, and parts list. You'll know exactly 
what your new kitchen will look like, how much it will cost, and just where to put 
every single cabinet in order to create the kitchen of your dreams! 

Like us on Facebook to see current projects, ideas and sales!

___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

Notes:




